
This week on the course  

Monday 20th May 

  

The bunkers and the tee markers were checked.  Due to a heavy morning dew we cut the greens 

using the Toro machine with the brush attachment to help dry the surface prior to a verti cut, they 

were then cut using the John Deere mower and rolled using the turf iron.  The aprons were cut 

and the mowing of the semi rough began. 

  

Tuesday 21st May  

  

The bunkers and tee markers were checked.  The greens and tee areas were mown, mowing of 

the tee sides began and mowing of the semi rough continued.  Once the tees were finished the 

practice area was cut using the tees machines as our fairway mower was not back from repair. 

  

Wednesday 22nd May 

  

The bunkers were raked and the pin positions were moved for the days competition.  The greens 

were mown, following this the monthly application of Primo Max, Revolution, Liquid iron and 

Attain was applied to the greens. Cutting of the tee sides and the semi rough continued.  we 

managed to borrow a demonstration fairway mower for a couple of days so began to cut the 

fairways. 

  

Thursday 23rd May 

  

The greens were cut and the bunkers were checked.  it was noted that a couple of bunkers 

required topping up with sand so were started with the left hand side bunker at the 3rd.  The 

mowing of the fairways was finished and the 1st cut of semi rough around the fairways was 

cut.  Tees and aprons were all cut. 

  

Friday 24th May 

  

The greens were cut and the bunkers were fully raked and the left hand side bunker on 11 was 

topped up with sand.  The 1st cut around the greens was cut as was the remaining semi rough and 

tee sides.  The marker stones on the tee sides and the bins and ball washers were strimmed 

around. 

  

  

 


